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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to disclose the connection between invariant theory and the
invariants of low-dimensional topology. The bridge which connects the two subjects is
based upon the amazing connection between the deep algebraic structures of Hopf algebras
and Kau⁄man—Radford—Hennings invariants of 3-manifolds, where Kau⁄man—Radford—
Hennings invariants of 3-manifolds are a new class of 3-manifold invariants constructed by
employing the right integrals on certain Hopf algebras in [4—6]. Since Kau⁄man—Radford—
Hennings invariants of 3-manifolds are just some scalar multiples of Kau⁄manÕs knot
invariants and every trace on a quantum algebra produces a Kau⁄manÕs knot invariant, so
the study of traces on quantum algebras plays a key role in the study of Kau⁄-
man—Radford—Hennings invariants of 3-manifolds. In this paper, we will prove that
determining the traces on a quantum Hopf algebra is equivalent to determining a ÔÔhomo-
geneousÕÕ part of the algebra of invariants of a group acting on an associative algebra ZM .
This fact not only joins the classical invariant theory to KaufmanÕs knot invariants in the
case that ZM is commutative, but also shows us the necessity of considering the invariants
theory for non-commutative algebras in the case thatZM is not commutative. The invariant
theory for some non-commutative algebras like exterior algebras and superalgebras has
been studied in [2, 14] for di⁄erent motivations. The connection between invariant theory
and the invariants of low-dimensional topology provides another motivation of studying
invariant theory for non-commutative algebras. Hopefully, invariant theory can eventually
arise again from the realm of non-commutative algebras.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we sketch the construction of Kau⁄-
manÕs knot invariants and exhibit the connection between Kau⁄manÕs knot invariants and
quantum algebras with a trace. In Section 3 we recall some facts in classical invariant theory
and some properties about integrals on Þnite-dimensional Hopf algebras. In Section 4 we
generalize semi-products in group theory and introduce the notion of the map-product of
two groups. The notion of map-products, which is of independent interest, is the essential
part in establishing the connection between invariant theory and the study of the traces on
quantum Hopf algebras. In Section 5 we construct the nice algebra ZM :"ZM (u) from
a quantum Hopf algebra H and a group-like element u3H with the property that the
elements of a group G act on ZM as either algebra automorphisms or anti-automorphisms.
Therefore, the set
ZM G :"Mz3ZM Dx (z)"z for all x3GN
forms of Jordan subalgebra of ZM ‘, where ZM ‘ is the Jordan algebra obtained from the
associative algebra ZM . ZM G is called the Jordan algebra of invariants of the group G. In
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Section 6 we prove that determining the traces on the quantum algebra H is the same as
determining a ÔÔhomogeneousÕÕ part of the Jordan algebraZM G of invariants of the group G.
2. KAUFFMANÕS KNOT INVARIANTS
In this section we explain the topological background of studying quantum algebras.
Since it is not necessary to use invariants that depend on link orientation to deÞne
3-manifold invariants, we consider only the invariants for unoriented links. Kau⁄man
proves that an invariant of regular isotopy of unoriented knots can be constructed from
a quantum algebra with a trace, where quantum algebras are a class of associative algebras
introduced by Kau⁄man in [4].
DeÞnition 2.1. An associative algebra H over a commutative ring k is called a quantum
algebra if there exist S3Hom
k
(H, H), R3H?H and G3H such that
(1) S (xy)"S (yx) for x, y3H,
(2) R
12
R
13
R
23
"R
23
R
13
R
12
,
(3) R~1"(S? 1)(R)"(1?S~1) (R),
(4) S (G)"G~1 and S2 (x)"GxG~1 for x3H,
where R
12
:"R? 13H?H ?H, R
13
:"(1?p) (R
12
), R
23
:"(p? 1)(R
12
) and p is the
twist automorphism of H?H given by p : x ? y> y?x for x, y3H. The quantum
algebra H depending on S, R and G is denoted by (H, S,R, G).
A useful corollary of (3) in DeÞnition 2.1 is the equations
(Sm? Sm)(R$)"R$1 for m3Z (2.1)
DeÞnition 2.2. Let (H, S,R, G) be a quantum algebra. A functional tr3H* :"
Hom
k
(H, k) is said to be a trace on H if it satisÞes the following properties:
(1) tr(xy)"tr (yx) for x, y3H,
(2) tr(x)"tr (S(x)) for x3H.
There are four basic building blocks in a knot diagram with respect to the vertical
direction (of the paper). They are minima, maxima and two types of crossing:
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For example, the trefoil knot has two maxima, two minima and three crossings:
The four kinds of basic building blocks of the trefoil knot can be seen clearly if we use
some vertical line segments in its diagram as follows:
This kind of description of a knot diagram is convenient in the construction of Kau⁄manÕs
knot invariants.
Let (H, S,R, G) be a quantum algebra with a trace tr3H*, where R"+
i
e
i
? f
i
and
e
i
, f
i
3H. We call e
i
? f
i
the general term of R with the sum index i. By DeÞnition 2.1 (3),
both S (e
i
) ? f
i
and e
i
?S~1 ( f
i
) is the general term of R~1. Given a knot diagram K, we
decorate the crossings of K by using the general term of R or R~1 in the following ways:
In order to indicate di⁄erent crossings, we use di⁄erent sum index for the general term of
R or R~1. For example, the diagram of trefoil knot can be decorated as
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where we have used three di⁄erent indices i, j and k to indicate the three crossings of the
trefoil knot.
We think of the knot diagram K as a closed loop of wire around which beads can be
moved, and regard elements of the quantum algebra H appearing in the knot diagram K as
beads. Choose a point on a vertical line segment in the diagram which is not part of
a crossing. Moving upward from that point, slide all beads around the diagram into the
vertical segment. As a bead moves across maxima or minima its label will change according
to the following rule:
The Þnal juxtaposition of labelled beads at the chosen vertical line segment gives rise to
a product in H with Þnitely many sum indices (down to up is interpreted as multiplication
left to right). Using the product as the general term, we get a sum w in H, where the sum is
taken over all di⁄erent sum indices appearing in the product. Let d be the Whitney degree of
the diagram K that is obtained by traversing K upward from the chosen vertical line
segment, where the beads have been concentrated. Then Kau⁄manÕs knot invariant for K is
deÞned by
„R(K) :"tr (Gdw).
For example, if we move all beads in Fig. 1 from the point indicated by ], then
Fig. 1.
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and d"!2. The sum w in H with the general term: S4 (e
i
)S3 ( f
j
)S3 (e
k
)S ( f
i
)S2 (e
j
) f
k
is
w" +
i,j,k
S4 (e
i
)S3( f
j
)S3 (e
k
)S ( f
i
)S2(e
j
) f
k
.
The Kau⁄manÕs knot invariant for the trefoil knot is
„R(K)" +
i, j,k
tr (G~2S4(e
i
)S3( f
j
)S3(e
k
)S ( f
i
)S2 (e
j
) f
k
)
which can be rewritten as
„R(K)" +
i,j,k
tr(G~2S ( f
i
)S3 (e
j
)S ( f
k
)e
i
f
j
e
k
)
by (2.1).
Note that the value of „R(K) is independent of the choice of vertical segment along the
diagram for K at which the beads have been concentrated.
3. PRELIMINARIES ABOUT INVARIANT THEORY AND HOPF ALGEBRAS
For convenience, from this section we will assume that algebras and coalgebras are over
a Þeld k with char (k)O2.
First, let us recall some basic facts in classical invariant theory. Let R"k[a
1
,2 , an] be
a Þnitely generated commutative algebra over k, where the a
i
Õs may be not algebraically
independent over k. Suppose that a group G acts on R by algebra automorphisms. An
element f of R is called an invariant of G if x ( f )"f for all x3G. The set consisting of all
invariants of G is called the ring of invariants and denoted by RG, i.e.
RG"M f3R Dx ( f )"f for all x3GN.
Clearly, RG is a subalgebra of R. The basic object of study of invariant theory is the ring of
invariants RG. Many interesting theorems have been found in order to describe RG. For our
purpose, we need a theorem proved by Richman in [13].
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that a Þnite solvable group G acts on a Þnitely generated
commutative k-algebra R"k[a
1
,2, an]. If the order DGD of G is not divisible by the
characteristic of the Þeld k, then the ring of invariants RG is generated over k by
+
x |G
x (ai1
1
ai2
2 2ainn ),
where i
1
,2, in*0 and i1#2#in)DGD.
Proof. Proposition 5 in [13]. K
Now let us recall some properties about integrals on Þnite-dimensional Hopf algebras.
Let (H, *, e, S) be a Þnite-dimensional Hopf algebra with comultiplication *, counit e and
antipode S. Let H* :"Hom
k
(H, k) be the linear dual of H. Then H* is also a Hopf algebra.
We use G(H) to denote the set consisting of all groupslike elements of H. Then
G(H*)"Alg
k
(H, k); that is, G(H*) consists of all algebra homomorphisms from the algebra
H to the algebra k.
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Let " be a non-zero left integral for H. Since the ideal of left integrals for H is
one-dimensional. Hence, there exists a unique a3G(H*) such that
"h"a (h)" for h3H. (3.1)
Similarly, let j be a non-zero right integral for H*, then exists a unique g3G(H) such
that
pj"p (g)j for p3H*. (3.2)
DeÞnition 3.1. Let " be a non-zero left integral for H and j be a non-zero right integral
for H*. Then the unique group-like element a satisfying (3.1) is called the distinguished
group-like element of H*, and the unique group-like element g satisfying (3.2) is called the
distinguished group-like element of H.
H* is a H-bimodule under the following actions:
(hNp) (x) :"p (xh), (p¤h)(x) :"p (hx),
and H is a H*-bimodule under the following actions:
pNh :"+
(h)
h
(1)
p (h
(2)
), h¤p :"+
(h)
p (h
(1)
)h
(2)
,
where h, x3H and p3H*.
PROPOSITION 3.2. ‚et (H, *, e, S) be a Þnite-dimensional Hopf algebra and j a non-zero
right integral for H*. ‚et g be the distinguished grouplike element of H and let a be the
distinguished grouplike element of H*.
(1) (H*, ¤) is a free right H-module with basis j. (H*, N) is a free left H-module with
basis j.
(2) j (xy)"j (S2(y¤a)x) for x, y3H.
(3) j (S(x))"j (gx) for x3H.
(4) RadfordÕs formula holds:
S4 (x)"g (aNx¤a~1)g~1 for x3H.
(5) H is unimodular if and only if a"e.
(6) H* is unimodular if and only if g"1.
Proof. The proof of (1)—(4) can be found in [11]. (5) and (6) are clear. K
4. MAP-PRODUCTS OF TWO GROUPS
Let K and … be two groups. We use map(…, …) to denote the set consisting of all maps
from … to ….
DeÞnition 4.1. A map u : K]KPmap(…, …) is called a group-producing map if u satis-
Þes the following conditions:
(1) For k
1
, k
2
, k
3
3K and w
1
, w
2
3…,
u (k
1
k
2
, k
3
)[u(k
1
, k
2
) (w
1
)w
2
]"u (k
1
, k
2
k
3
) (w
1
)u (k
2
, k
3
)(w
2
). (4.1)
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(2) There exists an element w
0
of … such that
u (1
K
, k) (w
0
)"1
W
, u (k, 1
K
) (w)"ww~1
0
for k3K and w3…. (4.2)
PROPOSITION 4.1. Given two groups K and … and a map u :K]KPmap(…, …). „hen
the following are equivalent:
(1) u is a group-producing map.
(2) …]K is a group under the product
(w
1
, k
1
)(w
2
, k
2
) :"(u (k
1
, k
2
) (w
1
)w
2
, k
1
k
2
) for w
i
3… and k
i
3K, (4.3)
where (w
0
, 1
K
) is the identity and (w, k)~1"(u(k, k~1) (w)~1w
0
, k~1) for w3… and k3K.
Proof. A direct calculation. K
DeÞnition 4.2. The group deÞned by (4.3) is called the map-product of … by K via the
map u.
Example. Let … and K be two groups. Let t :KPAut(…) be a group homomorphism.
DeÞne a map u :K]KPmap(…, …) by
u(k
1
, k
2
)(w) :"wt (k2) for w3… and k
1
, k
2
3K.
Then it is clear that u is a group-producing map, and the map-product of … by K via the
map u is the semi-direct product of … by K.
Remark Like the semi-direct product, the map-product of … by K contains a normal
subgroup which is isomorphic to the group ….
Another important special case of the map-product of … by K is from some central
elements of the group …. Let x be an element of a group. We set
DxD :"G
the order of x
0
if the order of x is Þnite
if the order of x is inÞnite.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Given two groups … and K and a map „ : K]KPZ/DhDZ, where h is in
the center of the group …. „hen …]K becomes a group under the product:
(w
1
, k
1
)(w
2
, k
2
) :"(w
1
w
2
hT(k1,k2), k
1
k
2
) (4.4)
if and only if the map „ satisÞes the conditions:
„ (k
1
, k
2
)#„(k
1
k
2
, k
3
),„(k
1
, k
2
k
3
) (mod DhD), (4.5)
„(1
K
, k),„(k, 1
K
) (mod DhD), (4.6)
where w
1
, w
2
3… and k, k
1
, k
2
, k
3
3K.
Proof. DeÞne a map u : K]KPmap(…, …) by
u(k
1
, k
2
) (w) :"whT (k1,k2) for k
1
, k
2
3K and w3….
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Then it is easy to check that u is a group-producing map if and only if „ satisÞes (4.5) and
(4.6). So Proposition 4.2 follows from Proposition 4.1. K
DeÞnition 4.3. The map-product of … by K deÞned in Proposition 4.2 is called the
central map-product of … by K determined by h and „.
We Þnish this section by giving a suƒcient condition for the claim that a group G can act
on the central map-product of … by K determined by h and „.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Given three groups G, … and K and a map „ : K]KPZ/DhDZ , where
h is in the center of the group … and „ satisÞes (4.5) and (4.6). ‚et u : GPAut(…) be a group
homomorphism such that
u(x)(h)"h*(x)
for some group homomorphism * :GPU(Z/DhDZ), where U,(Z/DhDZ) is the unit group of
(Z/DhDZ).
(1) If a map t :GPZ/DhDZ has the property
t (xy),t(x)#* (x)t(y) (mod DhD) for x, y,3G,
then the group G can act on the central map-product of … by K determined by h and
„ in the following way:
x ¡ (w, k)"(u(x) (w)hT(k,k)t (x), k) for x3G, w3… and k3K. (4.7)
(2) If t satisÞes both (4.7) and
„(k
1
, k
2
) (*(x)!1)"(„ (k
1
, k
1
)#„(k
2
, k
2
)!„(k
1
k
2
, k
1
k
2
))t(x),
where k
1
, k
2
3K and x3G, then the action deÞned by (4.7) is an automorphism of the
central map-product of … by K determined by h and „.
5. THE NICE SUBALGEBRAS OF HOPF ALGEBRAS
In this section we assume that (H, S, R, G) is a Þnite-dimensional Hopf algebra over
a Þeld k, where char(k)"0. We will construct the nice subalgebras from H and grouplike
elements of H, and prove that a cyclic subgroup of G‚ (H) acts on the nice subalgebras
naturally as either algebra automorphisms or anti-automorphisms.
LEMMA 5.1. ‚et g3G(H*) and u3G(H)
(1) Both gN and g¤ is an algebra automorphism of H.
(2) For any h3H, we have
gN (uhu~1)"u (gNh)u~1, (uhu~1)¤g"u (h¤g)u~1 (5.1)
S2 (gNh)"gNS2(h), S2(h¤g)"S2 (h)¤g. (5.2)
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Proof. (1) For x, y3H we have
(xy)¤g" +
(x), (y)
g(x
(1)
y
(1)
)x
(2)
y
(2)
"A+
(x)
g (x
(1)
)x
(2)BA+
(y)
g(y
(1)
)y
(2)B"(x¤g)(y¤g).
Similarly, one can check that gN is an algebra automorphism of H.
(2) (5.1) follows from (1) and (5.2) is clear. K
Let u3G(H) and a be the distinguished group-like element of H*. DeÞne A, B, ”3
Aut(H) by
A(h) :"h¤a, B (h) :"a~1Nh, ” (h) :"u2hu~2
where h3H. We use … to denote the subgroup of Aut(H) generated by A, B and ”. It is
clear that … is an abelian group and
… :"MAmBn”k Dm, n, k3ZN.
LEMMA 5.2. For any m, n, k3Z, we have
(AmBn) (h)"am~n (h)h for h3G(H). (5.3)
S~1AmBn”kS"AnBm”k. (5.4)
Proof. (5.3) is clear. (5.4) follows from the following two identities:
S~1AmS"Bm for m3Z (5.5)
S~1BnS"An for n3Z. (5.6)
K
For w3… and a3Z
2
:"M0, 1N, we set
Z
(w,a)
:"Muaz Dzx"w (x)z for x3HN,
Z
a
" +
w|W
Z
(w,a)
for a3Z
2
,
Z(u) :"Z
0
#Z
1
.
It is easy to check that
„ (a, a@) :"1!(!1)
aa{
2
for a, a@3Z
2
is a map form Z
2
]Z
2
to Z/D”DZ satisfying both (4.5) and (4.6). By Proposition 4.2, we have
the central map-product of … by Z determined by ” and „ whose group operation * is
given by
(w, a) * (w@, a@)"(ww@”T (a,a{), a#a@) for w, w@3… and a, a@3Z2 .
PROPOSITION 5.3. „he associative algebra Z(u) has the following properties:
(1) Z(u) is ÔÔgradedÕÕ by the central map-product of … by Z determined by ” and „ in the
sense:
Z
(w,a)
Z
(w{,a{)
-Z
(w,a) * (w{,a{)
"Z
(ww{UT(a,a{),a‘a{)
, (5.7)
where w, w@3… and a, a@3Z
2
.
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(2) ‚et r"dimZ
0
. „here exists a linear basis Mz
1
,2 , zrN of Z0 (-Zw |WZ(w, 0)) and
r irreducible character s
1
,2 , sr of the abelian group … such that Z(u) is spanned
linearly by Muaz
i
Da3M0, 1N, 1)i)rN and
(uaiz
i
)(uajz
j
)"ami~ni(uaj)anj~mj (uai)s
j
(w
i
)(uajz
j
)(uaiz
i
),
where 1)i, j)r, a
i
3Z
2
, z
i
3Z
(wi ,0)
- and w
i
"AmiBni”ki3… for some m
i
, n
i
, k
i
3Z.
(3) For v, t, m, n, k3Z and a3Z
2
,
(AS~1~2v)t(Z
(AmBnUk,a)
)"Z
(A((~1)
t‘1@2)m‘((~1)t~1@2)nB((~1)
t‘1@2)n‘((~1)t~1@2)mU(~1)
tk‘((~1)t~1@2)(1~(~1)a@2) ,a)
.
(5.9)
Proof. (1) For convenience, we use z
w
to indicate that z
w
is an element of Z
(w,0)
. So
z
w
x"w(x)z
w
for all x3H and z
w
z
w{
3Z
(ww{,0)
. By (5.3), we get
(uaz
w
) (ua{z
w{
)"am~n(ua{)ua‘a{z
w
z
w{
, (5.10)
where a, a@3Z
2
, w, w@3… and w"AmBn”k for some m, n, k3Z. It follows from (5.10) that
(5.7) is true if one of a and a@ is 0. In order to prove that (5.7) is also true for a"a@"1, it
suƒces to prove that u2z
w
z
w{
3Z
(ww{U,0)
, which holds by the following:
(u2z
w
z
w{
)x"u2 (z
w
z
w{
x)"u2ww@(x)z
w
z
w{
"u2ww@(x)u~2u2z
w
z
w{
"(”ww@)(x)(u2z
w
z
w{
) for x3H.
(2) SinceZ
(w,0)
is …-invariant and … is Þnite,Z
(w,0)
is a complete reducible…-module
for every w3…. This implies that there exists a …-submodule Z@
(w,0)
of Z
(w,0)
such that
Z
0
"=
w |W
Z@
(w,0)
. Expressing every non-zero Z@
(w,0)
as a direct sum of one-dimensional
irreducible …-modules, we get a linear basis Mz
1
,2, zrN of Z0 such that
w (z
i
)"s
i
(w)z
i
for all w3…,
where s
i
Õs are irreducible characters of ….
Using (5.10), we have
(uaiz
i
) (uajz
j
)"ami~ni (uaj)uai‘aj (z
i
z
j
)"ami~ni(uaj)uaj(uaiw
i
(z
j
))z
i
"ami~ni (uaj)uaj (w
i
(z
j
)w~1
j
(uai))z
i
"ami~ni (uaj)uaj s
j
(w
i
)z
j
a~(mj~nj) (uai)uaiz
i
"ami~ni (uaj)anj~mj (uai)s
j
(w
i
) (uajz
j
) (uaiz
i
).
(3) follows from
(AS~1~2v) (Z
(AmBnUk,a)
)"Z
(A~nB~mU~k‘((~1)
a~1@2),a)
. K
For a Þxed v3Z, let G
v
:"SAS~1~2vT be the cyclic subgroup of G‚ (H) generated by the
anti-automorphism AS~1~2v. By Proposition 5.3(3),Z(u) is a G
v
-module and every element
of G
v
acts on Z(u) as either an algebra automorphism or an anti-automorphism. Now we
sNote that w
i
may be equal to w
j
even for iOj.
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deÞne „ :Z
2
]Z
2
P(Z/D”DZ), u :G
v
PAut(…), * :GPU (Z/D”DZ) and t : GP(Z/D”DZ) by
„(a, b) :"1!(!1)
ab
2
,
u ((AS~1~2v)t) (AmBn”k) :"A((~1)t‘1@2)m‘((~1)t~1@2)nB((~1)t‘1@2)n‘((~1)t~1@2)m”(~1)tk,
* ((AS~1~2v)t) :"(!1)t,
t ((AS~1~2v)t) :"(!1)t!1
2
,
where t, m, n, k3Z and a, b3Z
2
.
It is easy to check that all assumptions in Proposition 4.3 are satisÞed. Hence, by
Proposition 4.3, we know that the action
(AS~1~2v)t ¡ (AmBn”k, a) :" (u ((AS~1~2v)t) (AmBn”k)”T(a,a)t ((AS~1~2v)t),a)
"(A((~1)t‘1@2)m‘((~1)t~1@2)nB((~1)t‘1@2)n‘((~1)t~1@2)m
]”(~1)tk‘((~1)t~1@2)(1~(~1)a@2), a) (5.11)
is an automorphism of the central map-product of … by Z
2
determined by ” and „. From
(5.11), we can rewrite (5.9) as
(AS~1~2v)t(Z
(AmBnUk,a)
)"Z
(AS~1~2v)t ¡ (AmBnUk,a)
(5.12)
for t, m, n, k3Z and a3Z
2
.
Set
ZM (u) :"+ZM
(w,a)
,
ZM
(w,a)
:"Z
(w,a)
and G
v ¡
(w, a)"(w, a).
Then ZM (u) is a subalgebra of Z(u). In fact, if Z
(wi,ai)
satisfy x ¡ (wi
, a
i
)"(w
i
, a
i
) for i"1, 2
and any x3G
v
, then, by (5.11),
x ¡ [(w1
, a
1
) * (w2
, a
2
)]"[x ¡ (w1 , a1)] * [x ¡ (w2 , a2)]"(w1 , a1) * (w2 , a2),
which means that
ZM
(w1,a1)
ZM
(w2,a2)
"Z
(w1,a1)
Z
(w2,a2)
-Z
(w1,a1) * (w2,a2)
"ZM
(w1,a1) * (w2,a2)
-ZM (u)
by Proposition 5.3(1).
DeÞnition 5.1. The subalgebraZM :"ZM (u) deÞned above is called the nice subalgebra of
H determined by the group-like element u.
It is clear that the nice algebra ZM is a G
v
-module and has the properties described by
Proposition 5.3(1) and (2). Since every element of the group G
v
acts on ZM either as an
algebra automorphism or as an anti-automorphism, the set
ZM Gv :"Mz3ZM Dx(z)"z for x3G
v
N
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is a Jordan subalgebra ZM ‘. ZM Gv is called the Jordan algebra of invariants of G
v
and an
element of ZM Gv is called an invariant of G
v
. It is the Jordan algebra of invariants of G
v
that
plays a key role to establish the connection between invariant theory and Kau⁄manÕs Knot
invariants. In fact, we will prove in next section that determining all traces on a class of
quantum Hopf algebra is equivalent to determining the ÔÔhomogeneousÕÕ subspace
ZM GvWZM
(A,1)
of ZM Gv.
6. TRACES AND INVARIANT THEORY FOR NON-COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRAS
We have seen in Section 2 that how a Kau⁄manÕs knot invariant is constructed from
a trace on a quantum algebra. In this section, we will prove that the problem of determining
al traces on a class of quantum Hopf algebras can be reduced to the problem of Þnding
invariants of a group.
Let (H, S,R, G) be a quantum algebra. We are interested in the kind of functional p3H*
with the properties:
p (xy)"p (S2v(y)x) for x, y3H (6.1)
p(x)"p (G2vS(x) for x3H (6.2)
where v is an integer. The set
T
v
(H*) :"Mp3H* Dp satisÞes both (6.1) and (6.2)N
forms a subspace of H*. We deÞne T
v
(H*) as the mth trace space for H. In particular
T
0
(H*) is called the trace space for H, which consists of all traces on H.
PROPOSITION 6.1. ‚et (H, S, R, G) be a quantum algebra. „hen the map ’
v
:T
v
(H*)“
T
0
(H*) given by
’
v
: p>(p¤Gv) for p3T
v
(H*)
is a k-linear isomorphism.
Proof. Use (6.1) and (6.2). K
DeÞnition 6.1. A quantum algebra (H, S,R, G) is said to be a quantum Hopf algebra if
H is Hopf algebra with the antipode S. A quantum Hopf algebra is denoted by
(H, *, e, S,R, G), where (H, *, e, S) gives the Hopf algebra structure on H and (H, S, R, G)
gives the quantum algebra structure on H.
An interesting behaviour of the trace spaceT
0
(H*) for quantum Hopf algebra H is that
T
0
(H*) is a Jordan subalgebra of (H*)‘. See [8] for details.
Let H be a Þnite-dimensional Hopf algebra. By Proposition 3.2, we have a k-linear
isomorphism ( :H* “H deÞned by
( : (j¤h)> h for h3H
where j is a non-zero right integral for H*.
If H is a Þnite-dimensional quantum Hopf algebra, we set
r
v
(H) :"((„
v
(H*)).
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The vector space r
v
(H) is called the vth right counterpart of the trace space, which plays an
important role in the study of the trace space.
PROPOSITION 6.3. ‚et (H, S,R, G) be a Þnite-dimensional quantum Hopf algebra. „hen
r
v
(H)"MGzG~v D(AS~1~2v)(z)"a (G)1‘vzg~1G2 and z3Z
(A,0)
N.
Proof. Suppose that p"j¤h for some h3H, where j is a non-zero right integral for
H*. Then for any x3H, by Proposition 3.2(2) and (3), we have
p(G2vS (x))"(j¤h)(G2vS (x))"j(hG2vS (x))
"(jS)(xG~2vS~1(h))"j (gxG~2vS~1 (h))
"j(S2 ([G~2vS~1(h)]¤a)gx)"(xNj)(S2([G~2vS~1 (h)]¤a)g)
or
p (G2vS (x))"(xNj)(S2 ([G~2vS~1(h)]¤a)g) for x3H. (6.3)
It is clear that
p (x)"(xNj) (h) for x3H. (6.4)
It follows from (6.3) and (6.4) that p satisÞes (6.2) if and only if
(xNj)(S2 ([G~2vS~1(h)]¤a)g)"(xNj)(h) for x3H.
This prove that j¤h satisÞes (6.2) if and only if
hg~1"(S2A)[G~2vS~1(h)]. (6.5)
Similarly, one can prove that j¤h satisÞes (6.1) if and only if h"GzG~v for some z3A
(A,0)
.
Replacing h by GzG~v in (6.5), we get (AS~1~2v) (z)"a(G)1‘vzg~1G2. K
From [12], we know that the one-dimensional ideals of H* invariant under the antipode
of H* are in one-to-one correspondance with the set Mh3G(h) Dh2"gN. If we use a grouplike
element gN with gN 2"g, then the description of r
v
(H) can be rewritten as follows.
PROPOSITION 6.4. ‚et (H, S, R, G) be a Þnite-dimensional quantum Hopf algebra. If G,
gN 3G(H) and gN 2"g, then
r
v
(H)"MGzG~vD (AS~1~2v) (gN ~1Gz)"a(G)1‘v(gN ~1Gz) and z3Z
(A,0)
N
Proof. By Proposition 6.3, we have (AS~1~2v)(z)"a (G)1‘vzgN ~2G2. Hence, using
Lemma 5.2, we get
a(G)1‘vzgN ~1G"(AS~1~2v)(z)G~1gN "(AS~1~2v) (z)a(G~1)~1A (G~1)a (gN )~1A (gN )
"a (GgN ~1)A (S~1~2v(z)G~1gN )"a(GgN ~1)A(S~1~2v(gN ~1Gz))
or
(AS~1~2v) (gN ~1Gz)"a (GvgN )z (gN ~1G)"a (GvgN )A(gN ~1G)z
"a (Gvg6 )a (gN ~1G) (gN ~1Gz)"a (G)1‘v(gN ~1Gz).
This proves Proposition 6.4. K
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Let u :"gN ~1G. Then, by Proposition 3.2(4), for h3H,
” (h)"g~1G2hG~2g"g~1S4(h)g"aNh¤a~1"(A~1B~1) (h)
so ”"A~1B~1 and … :"SA, B, ”T"SA, BT"MAmBm Dm, n3ZN. The nice subalgebra
ZM (gN ~1G) of H determined by u :"gN ~1G is
ZM (gN ~1G)" +
m,n |Z
a |Z2
ZM
(AmBn,a)
where
ZM
(AmBn,a)
:"M(gN ~1G)az Dzx"(AmBn)(x)z for all x3HN
and (AmBn, a) is an element of the central map-product of … by Z
2
with the following
properties:
(AS~1~2v)t(ZM
(AmBn, a)
) :"ZM
(AS~1~2v)t ¡ (AmBn, a)
](AS~1~2v)t ¡ (AmBn,a) :"AA
(!1)t#1
2
m#(!1)t!1
2 An#
(!1)a!1
2 BB
(!1)t#1
2
n#(!1)t!1
2 Am#
(!1)a#1
2 B,aB
(AS~1~2v)t ¡ (AmBn, a)"(AmBn, a)
for v, t, m, n3Z
2
and a3Z
2
.
It is obvious that ZM
(A,1)
-ZM (gN ~1G). By Proposition 6.4, we get the main result of
this paper.
PROPOSITION 6.5. ‚et (H, S,R, G) be a Þnite-dimensional quantum Hopf algebra. ‚et g be
the distinguished grouplike element of H. If G3G(H) and g"gN 2 for some gN 3G (H), then
r
~1
(H)"G(ZM G~1WZM
(A,1)
)G,
where ZM :"ZM (gN ~1G) is the nice subalgebra of H determined by the grouplike element gN ~1G,
G
~1
is the cyclic group generated by the anti-automorphism AS, ZM G~1(-ZM ) is the Jordan
algebra of invariants of the group G
~1
andZM
(A,1)
is the ÔÔhomogeneous componentÕÕ ofZM with
ÔÔdegreeÕÕ (A, 1). K
Let (H, S, R, G) be a Þnite-dimensional quantum Hopf algebra. If H is unimodular, then
a"e, …"1, G
~1
"SST and the nice subalgebra ZM :"ZM (gN ~1G) of H becomes a com-
mutative algebra:
ZM "Z(H)#(gN ~1G)Z(H)
where Z(H) is the center of H, gN 2"g and gN 3G(H). Suppose that Z(H)"k[z
1
,2 , zr], then
ZM "k[gN ~1G, z
1
,2 , zr]. Using Proposition 3.1, the algebra ZM
G
~1 of invariants of G
~1
is
generated over k by
+
t |Z
St((gN ~1G)a0za1
1 2 zarr ), a0 , a1,2, ar*0 and a0#a12#ar)DSD.
This proves that in the case that H is unimodular, the classical invariant theory is enough to
determine the traces on H.
If H is not unimodular, then aOe, …O1 and the nice subalgebra ZM (gN ~1G) is
a non-commutative algebra. In this case, we need to develop the invariant theory for
non-commutative algebras to determine thr traces on H.
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We Þnish this paper by restating the following fact: one of the most evident di⁄erences
between the classical invariant theory and the invariant theory for non-commutative
algebras is that if a group G acts on a non-commutative algebra R, then there maybe exists
a normal subgroup N of G such that [G :N]"2 and N consists of all of the elements in
G which act on the algebra R as automorphisms, hence, the set of invariants of G is generally
a Jordan subalgebra of R‘ instead of an associative subalgebra of R. It is worthy of
studying whether or not the new behaviour of invariant theory for non-commutative
algebras will bring some interesting development to invariant theory.
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